Fiscal Year 2020-2021

Human Performance Laboratory - Translational Research Core Services

Current Services

Cardiopulmonary Metabolic Exercise Test (Treadmill or Cycle Ergometer)
- CPX1 - Cardiopulmonary Exercise Test (CPX) w/ Physician ($176)
- CPX2 - Cardiopulmonary Exercise Test (CPX) w/o Physician ($77)
- CPX3 - Cardiopulmonary Exercise Test (CPX) equipment and space only (must have approved HPL scheduling and training) ($30)
- CPX4 – COVID overhead for disinfection and PPE ($18)

Body Composition Services
- DXA1 - Whole Body DXA Scan w/ operator ($40)
- DXA2 - Whole Body DXA Scan w/o operator (must have approved HPL scheduling and training) ($27)
- DXA3 - COVID overhead for disinfection and PPE ($9)

Resting Metabolic Rate
- RMR1 - Resting Metabolic Rate (RMR, REE) w/ operator, standard 30-minute protocol ($34)
- RMR2 - Resting Metabolic Rate (RMR, REE) w/o operator (must have approved HPL scheduling and training) ($17)
- RMR3 - COVID overhead for disinfection and PPE ($9)